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		Once every decade or so, a technology comes along that is so revolutionary that it
	
		fundamentally alters the way we approach everything we do. The world itself has
	
		changed. As I think back to 1995 when I first started developing Internet applications,
	
		our data needs were relatively simple. For the next 10 years, little changed; more and
	
		more people were using the Internet, and consequently data stores needed to scale to
	
		larger workloads, but caching largely took care of that, as all users were accessing the
	
		same set of data. As social media came to fruition, it was clear that the approach that
	
		had worked for the prior 30 years was not longer sufficient. In the future, all data and
	
		experience would need to be personalized—on a large scale. It was out of this need that
	
		MongoDB was created. A database for today’s applications, a database for today’s
	
		challenges, a database for today’s scale: MongoDB has that disruptive potential that
	
		will fundamentally change the way you approach developing applications.
	


	
		I’d like to publicly thank my wife and four children for being patient with me as I spent
	
		most of my free time over the past few months writing this book.
	
		What would happen if you optimized a data store for the operations application developers actually use? You’d arrive at MongoDB, the reliable document-oriented database. With this concise guide, you’ll learn how to build elegant database applications with MongoDB and PHP.

	
		Written by the Chief Solutions Architect at 10gen—the company that develops and supports this open source database—this book takes you through MongoDB basics such as queries, read-write operations, and administration, and then dives into MapReduce, sharding, and other advanced topics. Get out of the relational database rut, and take advantage of a high-performing system optimized for operations and scale.

		
			Learn step-by-step the tools you need to build PHP applications with MongoDB
	
			Perform Create, Read, Update, and Delete (CRUD) operations, and learn how to perform queries to retrieve data
	
			Administer your database, and access and manipulate data with the MongoDB Shell
	
			Use functions to work with sets, arrays, and multiple documents to perform synchronous, asynchronous, and atomic operations
	
			Discover PHP’s community tools and libraries, and why they’re valuable
	
			Work with regular expressions, aggregation, MapReduce, replication, and sharding
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Mechanical Engineering Systems (IIE Core Textbooks Series)Newnes, 2001
The authors of Mechanical Engineering Systems have taken a highly practical approach within this book, bringing the subject to life through a lively text supported by numerous activities and case studies. Little prior knowledge of mathematics is assumed and so key numerical and statistical techniques are introduced through unique Maths in Action...
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DB2 Version 8: The Official GuideIBM Press, 2003
IBM DB2 Universal Database v8.1.2 will help you access any information, from any application, from anywhere in your organization, anytime—and do it all more easily and cost-effectively than you ever thought possible.

Now, in DB2 Version 8: The Official Guide, a team...
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Designing InterfacesO'Reilly, 2010

	
		Despite all of the UI toolkits available today, it's still not easy to design good application interfaces. This bestselling book is one of the few reliable sources to help you navigate through the maze of design options. By capturing UI best practices and reusable ideas as design patterns, Designing Interfaces provides...
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Crash Course (US): Respiratory System: With STUDENT CONSULT Online Access, 1eSaunders, 2005

	Don't panic! "Crash Course" is hereâ€•tDhat perfect set of lecture notes which no student ever really has the time to compile. These books deliver all of the information needed to get through a course or prepare for exams. Clear text covers the essential concepts of each discipline or specialty; learning features expedite...
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Microsoft Exchange Server Training (Microsoft Official Curriculum)Microsoft Press, 1998
MICROSOFT EXCHANGE SERVER TRAINING KIT is Microsoft's introduction to the core technologies of Microsoft Exchange Server. It shows how to implement and administer Microsoft Exchange in a single-site or multiple-site environment. The kit covers installing and configuring the Microsoft Outlook(tm) desktop information manager client and installing...
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Apple Training Series: iPhoto ’11Peachpit Press, 2011

	Welcome to the official Apple training course for the iPhoto ’11, with
	bonus lessons on iWeb and iDVD. You don’t need to have any special
	background to get started, other than having a Mac (and perhaps a
	healthy curiosity about what you can do with it).


	This ebook comprises the entire iPhoto section of Apple...
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